"WINTER WARMERS'-A CULINARY SHOW ON HEALTHY RECIPES
The show was named "WINTER WARMERS'-A CULINARY SHOW ON HEALTHY RECIPES in
collaboration with RADISSON BLU HOTELS, GREATER NOIDA.

Feedback from mothers who attended the show:
“A very informative, healthy recipes were
demonstrated. I learnt a lot about various
recipes”. –REETA RAIZADE.
“Dear Aditi Maam, It was a great lovely
morning and a very good experience for all
of us. We thoroughly enjoyed the cooking
session and learnt a lot. Though we have
been cooking for so many years but it was
a learning experience for we mothers.
Thanks a lot and we look forward for such
more events. Thanks to the team of
Radisson.”
–MRS.
CHADDA
(MOTHER OF ANUR).
“Appreciation all the way! We look
forward to more such workshops”SUDHA
KEWALRAMANI-JITIN’S
MOTHER)
“This was a very interesting and useful
program. Truly knowledgable and I hope
to try all I saw today. Thanks to Mr.
Kumar of Radisson, Mrs. Aditi Mehrotra
& staff of Nai Disha. –PERMALA
CHADHA.
“I am really impressed with delicious and
tasty dishes. My son is fond of tasty food
and he wants variety in food. We had
lovely time and I enjoyed the cookery
show. Thanks.”- TEJINDER KAUR.
“A very
excellent
interesting
boring (as
forward to

informative, aromatic J and
presentation.
Loved
the
recipes and the magic with
per kids) ingredients. Looking
trying out at home. Thank you

to the Radisson team for making food that
much more tasty and interesting.”KIRAN
PURI
(MOTHER
OF
KAMAKSHI).
“Nice experience! Cooking workshop is
very good, impressive, learnt many things.
Get together of moms is wonderful
moment.”
Thanks!
–
BHAWNA
(MOTHER OF ADITYA)
“This was a very nice experience to learn
very healthy recipes from the people of
Radisson Blu. I would like to come again
for such programs. Thanks once again to
team of Radisson Blu” – HIMANSHU
GOEL (MOTHER OF SUSHANT).
“It was very interesting and very good. We
all enjoyed and participated actively. We
should have these workshops more often.”
–KAVITA
KHANNA,
ARSH
KHANNA’S
MOTHER.
“Hello Team, The session has been very
informative and interactive and I am quite
hopeful that my kid will like at least a few
of these. Thanks again and hope we all
have another session like this at SOH
too.”-SHILPA.
“Demonstration is done in a very
systematic manner. It is very useful for our
children because it is low fat, highly
nutritious and tasty. Seniors are very active
in demonstrating the items and in a
friendly manner. Very good and best of
luck.”-MRS.DHINGRA, MOTHER OF
PAYAL DHINGRA

